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The Drums may be a guitarist down after Adam Kessler left, but it hasn't stopped them putting out a
video for their next single, Me and the Moon. Frontman Jonathan Pierce continues his oddball dance
moves, while drummer Connor Hadwick is replaced by a snare-slapping brunette: ind.pn/9G8oFl
It ignites critics and inspires fervour. But what's it like to do a juice cleanse? For those who don't know, it
entails surviving on a few bottles of juice for days to lose weight. New York Times writer Judith Newman
recounts Hollywood-style detox hilariously: ind.pn/cEgmu3
In 2001 an American reconnaissance plane hit a Chinese fighter jet. China was suspected of reverseengineering the plane's top-secret operating system. This would give China a map for decrypting the US
Navy's classified intelligence and operational data. The New Yorker asks: "Should we be worried about a
cyber war?" ind.pn/asaJtk
After James Cameron's Avatar, all eyes are on him to see where he takes 3D film next. Now the trailer
for Sanctum has just been released. It follows an underwater cave diving group who, as you'd expect in
a Cameron film, get into a spot of bother. ind.pn/91yxsn
This is funny&#x2026; and apparently very real. Furious with his local laundry service for making his
sparkling new white shirt go yellow, John Lennon sent this letter to complain. The best bit is surely when
he defends Yoko Ono's honour, insisting she doesn't sweat. ind.pn/b5rkrm
The Thames is to be transformed into a giant canvas for contemporary art this winter thanks to Drift 10.
With everything from LED installations to moving graffiti walls, the third annual festival will be
spectacular. Check out a preview of what's on offer here: ind.pn/bdDsWi
The INFORM network is known for its videos exploring the environmental impact of everyday products. It
has made films about cellphones and paper, and now it has turned its gaze on the meat industry.
ind.pn/c9BGPA
Perfume Genius, aka Mike Hadreas, was one of the most exciting musical discoveries of 2010, his
emotive voice drawing comparisons with Antony Hegarty and Alex Chilton. Pitchfork has uploaded a
perfect quality clip of a beautiful cover of Neil Young's Helpless. Check it out here: ind.pn/c3WBeu
Patrice Peyret makes a gallant attempt to defend the e-book. He describes reading Keith Richards's
biography, Life, on his iPad and switching applications to discover more about his icon's childhood. When
Richards names a street, Peyret searches Google Street View. ind.pn/9thlvp
Orangette is a food blog from Seattle native Molly Wizenberg. She started blogging six years ago and
has since opened a pizza restaurant (Delancey), launched a monthly food column in Bon Appetit
magazine and released a cookery book. But she's remained dedicated to updating her bright and
beautiful food blog: ind.pn/aDi5r8
California now produces close to |80 percent of the world's almonds, around 70 percent of which it
exports. It's the state's largest food-crop export by a wide margin and the state's biggest exporter made
$709 million (R4.8 billion) last year. Now China and India want a piece of the action. ind.pn/aRBBSU
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Tea Party rallies often seem to have only one aim - inducing panic. To stem the advancing tide of alarm,
The Daily Show's Jon Stewart organised his own march. The Rally to Restore Sanity drew 300 000
people. ind.pn/bDlRUP
What happens if you drop half-a-dozen artists from Brooklyn into an abandoned beach town that's about
to be demolished? Something quite beautiful, actually. Under the direction of graffiti artists Ben Wolf and
Caledonia Curry, the small Connecticut town was transformed into a huge canvas. ind.pn/b8DPvM
The iPod celebrates its ninth birthday this week, and Apple has re-released its first advert for the product.
The chunky device, thumping electro tunes and proud claims of "up to 1 000 songs in your pocket",
make it all seem wonderfully retro. Check it out here: ind.pn/bfCrmL
How To Explain It To My Parents is a documentary series in which five abstract artists, ranging from a
photographer to a video artist, explain to their mother and father what their work is all about. Made by
the Dutch film-makers Lerner and Sander, it's both poignant and funny. ind.pn/cmKSKs
Pictures have been released of Lanvin's collection for retailer H&M. Among the pieces created by
Lanvin's visionary artistic director, Alber Elbaz, are his signature one-shoulder dresses, trench coats and
colourful T-shirts. View the collection in full here: ind.pn/dt6ZGv
This hilarious cartoon follows |The Terminator's Sarah Connor and her realisation that the machines have
used time travel to go back to try to kill her and her son three times, so the only thing to do is to go back
herself and stop time travel being invented. Enter Doc Brown and Marty from Back to the Future.
ind.pn/9VOcqV
To commemorate the 30th anniversary of Joy Division's split, a new book of photos charting the life and
times of the band is to be released by publisher Rizzoli this month. Check out some of the results of
photographer Kevin Cummins's|12 months with the group here: ind.pn/cNAcFB
Ever found yourself cursing Microsoft Windows and its snail-pace programmes? Well, think yourself
lucky you aren't running Microsoft 1.00, the company's first operating system, released 25 years ago.
Here you can find a demonstration video of the system's spanking-new |MS-DOS system: ind.pn/c0SD69
Letters of Note encourages us to save our interesting letters so future generations can understand life in
the Noughties. The site has a virtual archive where you can upload letters, e-mails and faxes for
posterity. Check out Robert Baden-Powell's missives to the first group of Scouts here: ind.pn/csi7bp
With Americans casting their ballots in the mid-term elections last week, Wired has pulled together a
collection of pictures showing what polling day was like over the past century. Long on trilby hats but
short on technology, the pictures are an interesting screen shot of how the US public goes to the polls.
ind.pn/dniXax - The Independent
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